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In the first volume of the Kaupang Excavations Project Publication Series the editor
Dagfinn Skre puts much emphasis in the argumentation of Kaupang being a town,
together with the Scandinavian settlements of Birka, Haithabu and Ribe1. He leans
on the wide definitions of an urban community proposed by Susan Reynolds2: A rel-
atively densely populated, permanently occupied unit of a particular size, in which
most inhabitants make their principal livelihood from non-food-producing activities.
Towns are quite clearly delimited from their surroundings 3. Skre argues that the fol-
lowing criteria of a town fits well with Kaupang: 1. All year habitation, 2. A regular
habitation pattern with tenements and continuous borders between them, different
from market places, 3. Building types resembling such from similar settlements and
4. A large activity of trade and handicraft4. Some of these arguments have been ques-
tioned. Przemysław Urbánçzyk has cast doubt upon the arguments for permanent
habitation in the 9th C, especially on the interpretation of the house types as an evi-
dence for this5. It is also highly questionable wether permanent borders between plots
were used in permanent habitations only. Skre himself puts forward Ribe of the early
8th C as an example of a market place with seasonal occupation and yet permanent
borders6. It is likely that such regular plots means a royal or other high rank owner-
ship to the ground and is a means to regulate new activity in a place.
Volume 2 of the Kaupang Excavation project deals with the 4th argument sited
above, the new activity in a place, and only a part of this theme - the means of trade.
It is quite logical that Skre should be arguing for Kaupang being a town more like
those from the later Viking age and the Medieval period than hitherto has been com-
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mon. Skre’s idea is that the participants of the Viking age trade and production were
quite capable of thinking and acting in ways that from a substantivist point of view
would be characterized as part of a market economy. The interpretation that produc-
tion, consumption and trade in the early Viking age had its own dynamic power
makes Kaupang less different from say an early 11th C medieval town (Skre p.10).
Skre is naming it the post-substantivist approach (Skre p.11), and it is discussed thor-
oughly in chapter 9. 
The empirical part of the publication, part 1, takes up around half the volume. It
is divided in three chapters, the coin-finds by Mark Blackburn, the hacksilver by Bir-
gitta Hårdh and the weights and balances by Unn Pedersen. Besides finds from the
main research excavation area (MRE), where all soil - except the ploughsoil covering
it - was water sieved, the objects have been found through intense field surveys, most
of the area also with metal detector (Pilø & Skre p.17-20). All the three authors also
deal with the finds from the excavations of Charlotte Blindheim in the 1950-ies and
60-ies, Pedersen also includes finds from the cemeteries. All authors make compar-
isons with finds from other Scandinavian sites, Mark Blackburn also with English
ones, all being loyal to the aim of the project placing Kaupang in its contexts of Scan-
dinavia and the North Sea region (Pilø & Skre p.13). The fact that settlements from
the southern Baltic region are not used in the same way, has been subject to discussion
between Urbánçzyk and Skre in 2008, based on Vol.1 (op. cit.). In Vol. 2 this is com-
pensated through the chapters by Christoph Kilger later in the book. 
In the book the 103 coin-finds are seen both from a functional point of view and
in a traditional way as means of dating. This last question is not least interesting be-
cause of the discussion of when the settlement period ended. The latest dirham coins
found have been struck in 952/53. Inspection of Scandinavian coin-hoards gives a good
impression of the usual time of circulation. With this as basic information Blackburn
has produced diagrams of all the individual coins into decades - smoothing the minor
ups and downs. The result is a rather convincing histogram with coins lost in the pe-
riod ca.820 to 980, most of them during the second half of the 9th C and with a hiatus
between ca.930 and 950. There is however reason to be sceptical, because of the low
number of coins, and because of the uncertainty of the time of circulation of the indi-
vidual coins. Through comparison with a number of other sites it becomes clear that
at all sites the youngest dirham coins have been struck before 980. Thus other dating
evidence than dirham coins have to be used in order produce the latest date of the Kau-
pang settlement. On the other hand the chronological distribution of loss of coins
shows large differences between for instance Kaupang, Uppåkra, Paviken and Birka
(Black Earth), with the main activity in Kaupang in the 9th and very early 10th C. 
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Blackburn also suggests that there might have been a topographic concentration
of the Kaupang settlement to the middle area of the total settlement in the 10th C;
very few coins from that period being found elsewhere. If this decrease in the number
of coins corresponds with variations in the general activity and people living in Kau-
pang, it does not match with the number of graves dated to the two centuries, the 9th
and the 10th. According to Stylegar most people were living in Kaupang in the first
half of the 10th C, perhaps as many as 1000, in the 9th C much less7. 
The function of the coins is not discussed in any detail by Blackburn, but rightly
taken as a result of an extensive use of silver coins along with hacksilver in a bullion
economy. Also the evidence from the examination of hacksilver by Birgitta Hårdh is
in good accordance with the coin evidence. 87 pieces are labelled as hacksilver. They
are compared with hacksilver from Uppåkra and with hacksilver hoards. Most in-
teresting is the predominance of the small hacksilver pieces, below 2g, supporting
the view that they were used in a weight economy (Hårdh p.101-3). The earliest pieces
can be dated to the second quarter of the 9th C. The finds from Kaupang, as from
Uppåkra, indicate that weight economy with silver was well developed by the middle
of the 9th C at Kaupang, much earlier than in Norway in general, based on dating of
hoards (Hårdh p.116-18)8. 
Indirectly also the evidence from the examination of the weights and balances
supports this. During the excavations in 1998-2003 378 weights were found in the
settlement layers. Although only 17 weights are from datable stratigraphic contexts,
it seems clear that leadweights are dominating in the 9th C, after their introduction
in the 2nd quarter of the century. From around the year 900 copper alloy and copper
alloy/iron weights are increasing in number and are soon dominating, again based
on grave finds from SE Norway (Pedersen p.135-6). Curiously enough, lead weights
are totally absent from the Kaupang graves, not only in contrast to the settlement
finds where lead weights are dominating (82%), but also, to a lesser degree, to graves
outside Kaupang. Pedersen laconically writes that this “clearly illustrates that graves
do not mirror life” (p.136). This warning is an important one. Nearly the same dif-
ference between settlement finds and grave finds is observed in Birka. 
Unn Pedersen has made a convincing and thorough study of all the weights found
at Kaupang, also the earlier finds. Of special interest is the discussion of weight sys-
tems. Among the very few leadweights from the excavation area (SP II) 40% match
a system with multiples of 4g. These were used already in the 2nd quarter of the 9th
C. (Pedersen p.178). Thus the system of tveiti (4g), ertog (8g) and øre described by A.
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W. Brøgger based on mostly 10th C grave finds seems to have a wider dating. The
large amount of weights found at the Kaupang settlement is tempting to take as a
sign of trade and thus supports the general hypothesis of Kaupang as a town based
on trade. Wisely Pedersen also discusses other functions beside the use of weights
and hacksilver in connection with trade, such as weighing of metals in connection
with casting, paying of tribute, tax-collection and gift-exchange. It is also likely that
lead weights were produced in Kaupang. 
In part two of the volume, called “Silver, trade and towns” the Kaupang finds are
put in a wider context with emphasis on theoretical approaches and on discussion of
trade and urbanization in SW Scandinavia. This part includes two chapters by
Christoph Kilger, Oslo, on “Dirham Finds in N and E Europe” and on “Counting,
Weighing and Valuing Silver”. The final two chapters, 9 and 10 are by Dagfinn Skre,
discussing the broad lines of towns and trade in the period AD 600 – 1000. This is
a bold grip which has to result both in some repetitions, but - more provoking - in
some contradictions. Some are mentioned in the introduction (Skre p.11). In the two
final chapters Skre is able to choose between different hypotheses in order to give
the most likely priority, or put more bluntly, the ones fitting best the overall hypothe-
ses of Kaupang being a town, in many aspects not too unlike 11th C towns. 
In the chapter on “The interpretation of Dirham Finds in Northern and Eastern
Europe between the Late 8th and Early 10th Centuries” or the more popular title “Kau-
pang from afar”, Christopher Kilger gives a thorough description of the development
of the practise of hoarding dirham coins from Southern Caucasus in the late 8th C
via Eastern Europe and Eastern Scandinavia and Gotland around 800 and into South-
ern and Western Scandinavia in the second half of the 9th C (Kilger p.242). The maps
and the catalogue give a very good overview as well as detailed information on the
finds. But regarding the dating of the coins in unstratified layers in Kaupang he, as
Mark Blackburn, must use circumstantial evidence. Kilger uses marks or nicking of
the coins and argues that most of the dirham coins came into circulation at Kaupang
only in the second half of the 9th C although the date of production for the majority
goes back to the 8th C (Kilger p.243, cf. Blackburn p.64-65). Kilger argues that the
way of using silver dirhams in the economy developed through influence from the
southeast and east with the establishment of networks being responsible for the dis-
tribution of silver. Kaupang was a regional centre for melting down silver to ingots
and possibly jewellery. More important Kaupang, like some other nodes of long-dis-
tance trade, were starting small scale use of silver in a non-personal bullion economy
by the 2nd half of the 9th C (also pointed out by Sindbæk 2005:70-98). Outside these
nodes this practice started as late as in the 920ies. In Kilger’s opinion Kaupang at
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that stage “apparently lost its role as the super-regional node for long-distance trade
in the Oslofjord area and the rest of Norway.” (Kilger p.246). This fits well with
Blackburn’s model b for the rate of loss of coins at Kaupang (Blackburn p.71). If Kau-
pang between ca.920 and the middle of the 10th C was decreasing in importance this
is however in sharp contrast to the number of inhabitants in Kaupang in the same
period proposed by Stylegar, based on the number dated graves9. 
In the next chapter, on “Wholeness and Holiness: Counting, Weighing and Valu-
ing Silver in the Early Viking Period” Kilger distinguishes between two different
principles of value in Kaupang, apart from whole coins. One is the use of hacksilver
combined with standardized weights and ertog-calculation. To assess the value of
whole silver rings and ingots aurar calculation was used, i.e. a given number of coins
per eyrir. This is in the tradition of the Merovingian ounce standard of number of
coins per ring or ingot, and the Eastern grivna system (p.288-89). Kilger puts this in
connection with the god Odin’s (Wuthan’s) eternal golden ring (Kilger p.292). It is
difficult to prove this, and perhaps not necessary. There are enough ethnographic
parallels of whole silver and gold jewellery, often standardized, as measurement of
wealth. The many lead weights of the 9th C at Kaupang might have been used in con-
nection with the casting of rings and ingots (Kilger p.294-6). The new habit of break-
ing whole silver objects into pieces, be it rings or coins, Kilger puts in connection
with the use of sophisticated weight balances and the tradition of a uniform weight
system coming together with the great number of dirham coins from the east, and
not, as Hårdh suggests, as an influence from the Carolingian area (Kilger p.310) .
Kilger’s main idea is that both these ways of payment in Kaupang were a kind of
money, outside the binding sphere of social bonds dominating the gift economy (Kil-
ger p.253). The shift from hoards with whole objects to hoards with hacksilver is an
evidence of the introduction of bullion economy. This shift might outside Kaupang
be dated to the 920-ies. It is interpreted as a result of bullion economy and another
way of thinking. Normalized weights were from now on necessary to use at all
money transactions, since the whole rings and ingots had lost their predominance
when defining value (Kilger p.319). The ideas of Kilger are well supported through
his argumentation and make in reality much of the foundation for the two final chap-
ters.
In chapter 9 Skre argues against the strict substantivist approach in the tradition
of Polanyi10, and the idea that the economy was firmly embedded within society, stress-
ing gift economy and the importance of other parts of society on the development of
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trade and transport (p. 327 pp). He even criticizes the idea of the Viking age as a tran-
sitional period between the Iron Age and the later market economy, as for instance
described by Peter Carelli11. Where Carelli demonstrates the capitalist spirit in the 11th
C Denmark, Skre pushes this back some further centuries in time. He has chosen to
criticise Richard Hodges’ book Dark Age Economics12. He questions Hodge’s theory
that the emporia where based on long distance trade initiated by the kings in order to
acquire luxury goods (Skre 340). Instead of Hodge’s term emporia Skre prefers logi-
cally enough towns or, leaning on Kilger, the term nodal markets. The fact that the
Kaupang finds are dominated by less extraordinary luxurious objects is however not
much of an argument in revealing the thoughts of the kings. Of course the kings or
wealthy landowners, for Kaupang the Danish king and the chieftain at Huseby were
dependant on merchants doing their business or even settling in their settlement. And
of course commodities were sold mostly to people below the top in the society. But
to brush aside the need of the merchants or craftsmen for protection (Skre 341) seems
an overreaction. The balance between the description of a society controlled by the
most wealthy and powerful and the pockets of enterprise acting in a manner of free
exchange is a delicate one. In fact Skre here touches on questions of general human
behaviour and the ability of people to take advantage of new ideas and interrelation in
order to enrich oneself in a society where the strongest usually was right. 
In the final chapter 10 Skre is summing up. There are however still some loose
ends and hypotheses demonstrated clearly in the chapter. For instance the possibility
for the king to get incomes from imposing toll on imported objects is presented. The
willingness to pay toll has in my opinion a clear connection with the need to get pro-
tection. Finally in the chapter Skre serves the hypothesis that areas such as Western
Norway, far from Viking age towns and thus with little hacksilver in the hoards, ex-
perienced late establishment of towns, in the 11th and 12th C (Skre 354-5). To assume
a connection here is speculation. 
Volume 2 of the Kaupang Excavation Project is just as delicate and sober as volume
1 with solid covers and thick paper, body copy in two columns and superb illustrations,
most of them in colour. The maps, diagrams and data presentations are excellent and
very illustrative. The thorough catalogues and the detailed listing of finds and finds’
parallels really deserve such solid and readable framing. The book invites to repeated
plunges into the well of thorough and often new information. And through the dis-
crete naming of the pages you always know in which chapter you are. At the same
time this volume is a powerful and audacious contribution to the ongoing debate on
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urbanisation and on means of exchange in the Viking age and earlier in Scandinavia.
It should stimulate to rapid reaction from other researchers, because the last words on
the rise and fall of the settlement of Kaupang, on Viking age economy and on the im-
petus of the emerging towns before the 11th C have not been written. 
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